1.2 Phylogenetic tree of all sequences with known specificity Fig. 1 . Phylogenetic tree of all 300 unique A-domain signature sequences (34 amino acids) with known specificity, built with IQPNNI [1, 2] and visualized with SplitsTree [3] [www.splitstree.org].
Table of kernel parameters used for training the predictive models
Large clusters Table 2 Parameters used with SV M light for model training Parameters of SV M light version 6.01 listed in Table 2 are as described on http://svmlight.joachims.org: Parameter -t is the kernel type: if -t is omitted the linear kernel function is chosen, -t 2 chooses the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF). -c is the parameter C, the trade-off between training error and margin. -j is the cost or cost-factor by which training errors on positive examples outwight errors on negative examples: here j 0 = nb. of negative data points nb. of positive data points (see Materials and Methods): e.g. for Cys(large cluster): We optimized the loo error rate, sensitivity, and specificity of the models in a grid search with factors 1/32, 1/16, ..., 1, 2, ...32 for parameters c=1, j = j 0 , and g = g 0 (g for the RBF kernel only) and finally chose the above parameters. Linear and Gaussian RBF kernel always performed almost equal, if the results were identical for both kernels the linear kernel was chosen for simplicity of the model. The results were often invariant over a large value range of the different parameters; if still optimal we choose medium values for all parameters.
Small clusters
Specificity SV M light options Dhb=Sal -c 1 -j j 0 Aad -c 1 -j j 0 Glu=Gln -c 1 -j j 0 -t 2 -g g 0 Dhpg=Dpg=Hpg -c 1 -j j 0 Ser -c 1 -j j 0 Cys -c 0.5 -j 1 4 j 0 -t 2 -g 2g 0 Thr -c 1 -j j 0 Pro -c 1 -j j 0 -t 2 -g g 0 Asp=Asn -c 1 -j j 0 Val=Leu=Ile=Abu=Iva -c 1 -j j 0 Orn -c 1 -j j 0 Gly=Ala -c 1 -j j 0 Tyr -c 8 -j j 0 -t 2 -g 8g 0 Arg -c 1 -j j 0 Phe=Trp -c 1 -j j 0j
SVM quality assessment with a redundancy reduced training data set
To test the effect of sequence redundancy on the loo performance we required that sequences in the training set have at least Hamming distance 9. The number of sequences in the training set dropped from 300 (with Hamming distance ≥ 1) to 132. We chose 9 because here only the collapsing of sequences with "similar" specificity was observed whereas from Hamming distance 10 on also "incompatible" specificities were collapsed (by collapsing we mean removal of one sequence because of the presence of a similar other one). We want to emphasize that distance 9 is enormous since the 34 positions also contain conserved positions with very low variation between the subtypes (the conserved core). We trained the models for "large" clusters as described above and obtained the results for loo shown in Table 3 . (With a radial kernel it was possible to get slightly better results in some cases.) These results show that we still have a reasonable performance under these hard conditions. The results are very variable from model to model. Interestingly the Ser model performs poorly although it performed well at minimal distance 1. The Ser data points got reduced from 50 at distance 1 to 10 at distance 9 so that the remaining sequences are probably too distant to build a reliable model. < 5 Dhb=Sal no model was built Table 3 Results of the SVM quality assessment with a redundancy reduced training data set
